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       You eventually get used to looking at girls picking their leotards out of
their bums and that sort of stuff. 
~Adam Garcia

They think my life is glamourous. It's not true. I obviously get to come in
and do radio interviews. That's the glamour. But other than that, I eat
and sleep and that's it. Eat, sleep and do shows. 
~Adam Garcia

The most famous person in my phone is Lindsay Lohan. We starred in
'Confessions of a Teenage Drama Queen' together in 2004 and we've
stayed in touch. 
~Adam Garcia

Families, particularly, tend to be the ones that you take the most for
granted. They seem to slip under the radar, all those important things -
it almost becomes second nature to do so. 
~Adam Garcia

I started with ballet and then my cousin Sarah introduced me to her tap
teachers. 
~Adam Garcia

The process of rehearsal means you learn so much and really get the
chance to develop your work on a character. 
~Adam Garcia

I do like to keep mementos from my work, whether they be photos, the
backs of make-up chairs or even props and clothes. 
~Adam Garcia

My favorite thing to do is to wind those guys up by hitting on their
girlfriends. I say, 'I think your girlfriend's gorgeous, but it's all right, I'm
gay.' They get very nervous after a few minutes! 
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It's always fun teasing the person. When they ask if I'm gay, I say, 'Oh,
I don't know. 
~Adam Garcia

If I could have anyone on speed dial it would be George Clooney. He
seems like a cool guy who would give good advice. 
~Adam Garcia

I'm a loser on Sunday. Yeah, I'm a couch potato. I get up and try and
eat and then back on the couch. And watch anything. 
~Adam Garcia

I started tapping and I was okay. Then after about two years my feet
knew what they were doing! 
~Adam Garcia

I don't care if people think I'm gay. I know I'm not, so it doesn't bother
me. 
~Adam Garcia
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